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By Joe Dwyer

Dog Ear Publishing, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. The dog ate my homework. There we go again-shifting the
blame for our human gaffes and failures to our innocent canines. In his latest book, former Verizon
Labor Relations Director and Sales Manager-and professional dog trainer- Joe Dwyer turns the
classic canine excuse on its head with a fascinating exploration of accountability from the dog s
view: What if our dogs, the most accountable among us, can teach us humans a thing or two about
accountability? Through the stories of Dwyer s own four dogs-from therapy dog Shelby, who visits
adult daycare facilities, to Spartacus, who attentively looks his owner in the eye when being
reprimanded-The Dog Ate My Homework-or Did He? reveals seven powerful areas of accountability
that are key to success in business and in life. Readers will discover how to - unlock the power of
accountability to advance one s career - leverage accountability to drive maximum performance -
forge deeper relationships and attain greater personal fulfillment unlock the power of
accountability to advance one s career leverage accountability to drive maximum performance
forge deeper relationships and attain...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive manual for publication fans. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom You can expect to like how the author compose this pdf.
-- Alvina Runte PhD-- Alvina Runte PhD

A really wonderful book with perfect and lucid information. I actually have study and i am sure that i am going to gonna read through once more yet again
in the future. I am pleased to explain how this is actually the finest ebook we have study inside my personal daily life and might be he finest book for at any
time.
-- Kristy Stroman-- Kristy Stroman
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